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bodies of sambhur and cattle which tigers have
killed and left uneaten."
" That is so," the Maharaja conceded. " But
usually in such cases the tiger has left the kill
because he was disturbed when beginning his meal.
Still, I've personally noticed that tiger-cubs are apt
to kill for killing's sake. Perhaps it's only by way
of practice ; or isn't it, rather, because they have
no pity at that age and actually enjoy inflicting
pain? Animals are very like children in that
respect. Didn't one of your poets say of child-
hood : ' Cet dge est sans pitii' ? "
He loved animals for their sincerity, for those
essential virtues that in the human race have lost
their natural purity. But he loved them with
discernment and drew distinctions, appreciated
nuances. Thus he could not bear the blue bull,
whose stupidity revolted him.
Much as I respected his views regarding the pre-
servation of animal life, I saw no particular reason
to refrain from going after big game while at
Dholpur, and felt no qualms about taking part in
the shoots he organized on my account. And
admirably organized they were ! Each village had
its telephone-office, each tract of jungle a game-
keeper in charge of it. At sunrise the Superin-
tendent of game-preserves collated all the reports
that had come in by telephone and submitted them
to the Maharaja, who chose for his guest, or asked
his guest to name, the quarry of the day—a tiger,
a panther or a bear. The animal was so well
located that a dozen beaters were almost always
enough to drive it out of cover. I did my shooting
from the summit of one of the hunting-towers
which the Maharaja, a keen sportsman in his
earlier days, had set up in all parts of his State

